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Spin-current-induced electric field
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We theoretically investigate properties of the induced electric field of a steady-state spin-current without
charge current, using an ‘‘equivalent magnetic charge’’ method. Several general formula for the induced
electric field are derived which play the role of ‘‘Biot-Savart law’’ and ‘‘Ampere’s law.’’ Conversely, a moving
spin is affected by an external electric field and we derive an expression for the interaction torque.
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In a traditional electric circuit the number of spin-up a
spin-down electrons are the same, and both kinds of e
trons move in the same direction under an external elec
field. The total spin-currentI s5s(I ↑2I ↓) is therefore zero,
and only the charge currentI ec5e(I ↑1I ↓) is relevant. When
a system includes ferromagnetic materials, or under an e
nal magnetic field, electron spins can be polarized so that
total spin of the system is nonzero. Then, the correspond
charge current is polarized, i.e., current due to spin-up e
trons,I ↑ , is not equal to the spin-down currentI ↓ , although
both kinds of electrons move in the same direction, as sc
matically shown in Fig. 1~b!. This gives a nonzero total spin
current. Spin-polarized charge-current has been the sub
of extensive investigations for last two decades.1,2 Recently,
a very interesting extreme case of a finite spin-current w
out charge-current has been investigated by sev
groups.3–5 Such a situation comes about when spin-up el
trons move to one direction while an equal number of sp
down electrons move to the opposite direction, as schem
cally shown in Fig. 1~a!. Then the total charge-current
identically zero and only a net spin-current exists. This is j
the opposite situation of the traditional charge current w
out any spin. A pure spin current without an accompany
charge current, in the form of Fig. 1~a!, has recently been
experimentally demonstrated in semiconductor nanost
tures with optical control.6

By Ampere’s law, a charge current induces a magne
field in the space surrounding it. In this paper, we ask a
answer the following questions: can a pure steady-state s
current without charge current induce an electric field? If
what are the properties of this induced electric field? T
problem can be viewed in the following way. Associat
with the electron spins, there is a magnetic moment~MM !
gmBs, wheremB is the Bohr magneton andg is a constant.
Therefore when there is a spin-currentI s , there is a corre-
sponding MM currentI m5gmBI s . In the rest of the paper
we theoretically prove that a pure MM current with zero to
MM can induce an electric field. It has been well known f
decades that a single moving MM is equivalent to an elec
dipole,7 it therefore follows that an infinite one-dimension
line of moving MM’s not only has its associated magne
field, it can also induce an electric field.8–10 Recently, Hirsch
had given a formula for the electric field induced by a sin
moving magnetic dipole.8 He also argued8 that this electric
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field should survive in the case without a charge current
without a net magnetization. However, in order to unambig
ously establish that the induced electric field is indeed du
spin current, not due to any other source such as the t
varying magnetic field in the single moving MM case, in th
present paper, we investigate the field induced by asteady-
state spin-current in general situations where there is
charge, no charge current, and zero total spin. Importan
we equally treat spin and charge as sources of electrom
netic field; and we systematically study the properties of
spin-current-induced field, by deriving several formu
which play the role as the ‘‘Biot-Savart law’’ and ‘‘Ampere’
law.’’

To start, we recall that a static classical MMm produces a
magnetic fieldB. Consider a classical MMm due to a tiny
charge-current ring, see Fig. 1~c!. The charge-current isI ec
and radius of the ring isd. The magnetic fieldB of this
charge-current ring is easily obtained by the Biot-Savart la
Then, letd→01 and I ec→` but keepm5pd2I ecn̂m as a
constant (n̂m is the unit vector of the MM!, the magnetic
field B due to MM m, at space pointR, can be written as

B52“

m0m "R

4pR3
. ~1!

FIG. 1. Schematic plots for the spin current with zero cha
current~a!, the spin-polarized current~b!, the MM of a small cur-
rent ring ~c!, the two equivalent magnetic charges of the MM~d!,
and the straight infinite long MM line~e!. ~f! shows the electric
~solid! and magnetic~dotted! line of force for the motive MM line.
©2004 The American Physical Society09-1
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Another method for obtaining the same magnetic field is
using the mathematical construction of equivalent magn
charge.7 In this method, we imagine the MMm being con-
sisted of a positive and a negative magnetic charge6qmc
situated very close to each other with a distanced @see Fig.
1~d!#. Whend→01 andqmc→`, we holdm5qmcdn̂m as a
constant. Each magnetic chargeqmc produces a magneti
field m0qmcR/4pR3. The fieldB induced by MMm can then
be obtained by adding contributions of the two magne
charges6qmc . Of course, we again obtain Eq.~1!. Note that
the language of magnetic charge is only a mathematical c
struction convenient for our derivations,7 and no magnetic
monopole is hinted whatsoever.

After reviewing the magnetic field of astatic MM, in the
rest of the paper we consider MM’s in motion. In the fir
example we consider the simplest case of a classical
nitely long one-dimensional~1D! lattice of chargeless MM,
with the whole lattice moving with speedv @see Fig. 1~e!#.
The induced field for this situation can be calculated exa
by a simple Lorentz transform, therefore providing a ben
mark result for our more general results to be discussed l
Let rm be the linear density of MM for the lattice and w
will use two methods to solve the electromagnetic field
the spin-current.

Method 1. We first solve the totalmagneticfield of a static
1D MM lattice by integrating Eq.~1! over the lattice. This is
easy to do and we call the resultBstatic : Bstatic

52“(m0rmn̂m "R'/2pR'
2 , whereR'5R2(R " l̂ ) l̂ . Here l̂

is unit vector along the lattice. Then we make a relativis
transformation: the electromagnetic field of the moving M
lattice can be obtained straightforwardly by the Loren
transform ofBstatic . The results are

B5gBstatic , ~2!

E52gv3Bstatic , ~3!

where g51/A12(v2/c2). Clearly, there has to be an in
duced electric fieldE and this field is related tov.8 We note
that although the results are unambiguously obtained,
have not identified the physical origin of the resulting ele
tromagnetic field, i.e., this method does not tell us whet
the field is induced by the MM or by the MM current. Fo
this reason, we analyze the same problem again from a
ond method.

Method 2.Here we use the equivalent magnetic cha
method discussed above. This means removing the cu
density of the ring at the equation“3B5m0Jec
1m0e0(]E/]t), and adding the imaginary magnetic char
at the equation“ "B50, i.e., this equation changes
“ "B5m0rmc , wherermc is the volume density of magneti
charge. We emphasize again that this practice is only a m
ematical trick to solve our problem. When our MM move
the original Maxwell equation in which the MMm is de-
scribed by a tiny charge-current ring satisfies relativistic
variance. Clearly, Maxwell equations after the equival
magnetic charge transformation must also satisfy relativi
covariance. This covariance can be achieved, as show
standard textbook,7 by changing the Maxwell equation t
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“3E52]B/]t to “3E52(]B/]t)2m0Jmc , where Jmc
is the magnetic charge current.7 The last equation means tha
a moving magnetic charge can produce an electric field.
electric field E produced by a volume~linear! element of
magnetic charge current,JmcdV (I mcdl), is simply

E52
m0JmcdV3R

4pR3
52

m0I mcdl3R

4pR3
. ~4!

Now we are ready to solve the electromagnetic field of o
1D moving MM lattice because it is equivalent to two line
of positive/negative moving magnetic charges: they are e
ily obtained by integrating Eqs.~1! and~4!, respectively. The
same final results of Eqs.~2! and ~3! are obtained. The
present derivation allows us to conclude that the magn
field B is induced by MM and the electric fieldE is induced
by the MM current. Figure 1~f! shows electric-field lines and
magnetic-field lines at they-z plane, here the infinitely long
MM lattice is along thex axis andn̂m is along the1z direc-
tion.

If there exists another infinitely long MM lattice with op
posite MM direction (2n̂m) and opposite moving direction
@2v, shown in Fig. 1~a!#, then the net MM is canceled ex
actly and only a net MM current exists. In this case, it is ea
to confirm that the magnetic fieldB due to each lattice add
up to zero identically, while the electric fieldE reinforces
each other so that the total electric field of the compos
system is doubled. Hence we conclude that this finite elec
field must originate from the MMcurrent, and it cannot be
due to any other effects.

In the example above, we have clearly shown that a c
sical 1D MM current can induce an electric fieldE. In the
following we investigate the question: can electron MM~i.e.,
spin! current induce an electric field? We also extend
above 1D model to general situation. Before proving this
indeed the case, we emphasize the fact that since a MM~or a
spin! is itself a vector unlike charge which is a scalar, t
MM current density cannot be described only by a sin
vector JmdV ~or I mdl). In order to completely describe
MM current density,11 we have to use a set of two vecto
(n̂m ,JmdV) or (n̂m ,I mdl), in which Jm expresses the
strength and direction of the flow of MM currents, whilen̂m
expresses the polarization of the MM itself. This is differe
from the familiar charge current. Note that for two MM cu
rent, if only theirJm are the same and theirn̂m are different,
they are two different MM currents and their induced elect
fields are also different~see below!.

In the following, we apply the equivalent magnetic char
method to deduce a general result beyond 1D for the qu
tum object of electron spin-current. Here, the spin or MMm
of an electron at space pointr is equivalent to a positive
magnetic chargem/d at r1(d/2)n̂m and a negative magneti
charge2m/d at r2(d/2)n̂m . The spin current (n̂m ,JmdV)
at the spacer is equivalent to two magnetic charge curren
one is (Jm /d)dV at r1(d/2)n̂m and the other2(Jm /d)dV

at r2(d/2)n̂m , whered→01. We make the very reasonab
fundamental assumption that any electromagnetic field
9-2
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SPIN-CURRENT-INDUCED ELECTRIC FIELD PHYSICAL REVIEW B69, 054409 ~2004!
duced by moving electron spins, if exists, must satisfy re
tivistic covariance. From this assumption, the Maxwell eq
tions for the magnetic charge and its current are

“3E52
]B

]t
2m0Jmc , ~5!

“3B5m0e0

]E

]t
1m0Jec , ~6!

“ "E5rec /e0 , ~7!

“ "B5mormc , ~8!

wherermc and rec are the volume density of the magnet
and electric charge,Jmc andJec are their current density. In
contrast, in the original Maxwell equation, the source of fie
are electric charge and its current: the field of a MM is c
culated by turning this moment into an infinitesimal charg
current loop as we have done above. Here, we use the m
netic charge description and its associated current to exp
the spin of particles and the spin current. We emphasize t
points.

~i! Equations~5!–~8! are more superior for our problem o
calculating fields of electron spin-current because they
not require us to turn electron spins into little charge-curr
loops. No one knows how to do the latter, in fact, because
inner structure of an electron is not known. Hence, while
original Maxwell equations do not directly describe fields
electron spin and the spin current, Eqs.~5!–~8! can describe
them and this description is very reasonable if we only
vestigate fields outside of an electron, e.g., forR.1025 Å.

~ii ! Equations~5!–~8! do not represent an attempt of r
writing Maxwell equation. Theyare the Maxwell equation
when we use equivalent magnetic charge and deman
relativistic covariance.

~iii ! Note that although Eqs.~5!–~8! did appear in old
literature,7 they were for describing totally different physic
For instance,7 if there exists a magnetic monopole, Maxwe
equation will have the form of Eqs.~5!–~8!. Since no mono-
pole has ever been found, one recovers the standard for
Maxwell equation by settingJmc and rmc to zero.7 In this
work, we equally treat spin and charge as sources of elec
magnetic field so thatJmc and rmc describe spin and spin
current, without involving any magnetic monopole.

From Eqs.~5!–~8!, the electric field induced by an infini
tesimal element of magnetic charge currentJmcdV is ob-
tained from Eq.~4!. Then the total electric fieldE of the
element of MM current (n̂m ,JmdV) can be calculated by
adding the two contributions of the two magnetic charge c
rents: (Jm /d)dV at (d/2)n̂m and 2(Jm /d)dV at 2(d/2)n̂m
(d→01). We obtain12

E5E m0

4p
JmdV3

1

R3 F n̂m2
3R~R " n̂m!

R2 G . ~9!

Equation~9! clearly shows that the MM current (n̂m ,JmdV)
„i.e., spin current (s,JsdV)5@ n̂m ,(Jm /gmB)dV#… indeed
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can produce an electric field. This formula can be though
the ‘‘Biot-Savart law’’ for spin-current-induced electric field
We emphasize that in the derivation of Eq.~9!, the only
assumption made was that the electromagnetic field of
moving spin satisfies relativistic covariance. As a check,
plying Eq. ~9! to the 1D lattice exactly solved above, it
straightforward to perform the integration and obtain Eq.~3!.

Some further discussion of our results are in order.
electron has its charge and MM~spin!: charge produces elec
tric field, charge-current produces magnetic field, spin p
duces magnetic field, and we have just shown that a ste
state spin-current produces an electric field.

~i! For the case of a spin current without charge curr
shown in Fig. 1~a!, the total net charge is zero for our neutr
system; the total charge-current is zero; and the total MM
also zero. The only nonzero quantity is the total spin-curr
~MM current!. Our results predict even for this situation, a
electric field is induced by the presence of spin current.

~ii ! For the spin-polarized charge-current shown in F
1~b!, which have been extensively investigated recently,1,2 a
charge current, total MM, and a spin current may all exist.
this case, the charge current and MM produce magnetic fi
and the spin current produces electric field.

~iii ! For a closed-loop circuit in which a steady state sp
current flows, one can prove that the induced electric fieldE
has the propertyrcE "dl50, whereC is an arbitrary close
contour not cutting the spin current. This is true even wh
the spin current threads the contourC: very different from
the Ampere’s law of magnetic field induced by a charge c
rent.

Figure 2 shows electric-field lines of a spin-current e
ment (n̂m , JmdV). The spin-current element is located
origin, Jm points to1x direction, andn̂m is in the x-z plane.
The angle betweenJm and n̂m is u. Because the induced
electric fieldE must be perpendicular toJm ~i.e., to x axis!,
we plot the field lines in they-z plane atx521, 0, and11.

~i! For u5p/2, n̂m'Jm . At x50, the field line configu-
ration is similar~although not exactly the same! to that pro-
duced by an electric dipole in2y direction @Fig. 2~a!#. At
x561, the field lines have a mirror symmetry between u
per and lower halfy-z plane@Fig. 2~b!#.

~ii ! For u50, n̂miJm . At x50, E50 for anyy andz. At
x561, the field lines are concentric circles@Fig. 2~c! and
2~d!#. The center of the circles is aty5z50 whereE50.

~iii ! For u5p/3, the fields are shown in Figs. 2~e! and
2~f! for x561. In fact, thisE can be decomposed into
summation of two terms corresponding to the fields ofu
5p/2 andu50. At x50, the field lines are similar to tha
shown in Fig. 2~a!. It is worth mentioning that from Fig. 2, it
is clearly shown thatrcE "dlÞ0. Note that this is not con-
tradictory to characteristic~iii ! of the last paragraph, becaus
there the electric field is produced by a steady closed-l
spin-current.

So far we have demonstrated that a spin current can
deed induce an electric field. In the following, we investiga
how a moving spin is affected by an external electromagn
field.13 Consider a lab frameS8 where there is an electro
magnetic field (E8,B8), and a static MMm8. There is a
9-3
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potential energy2m8 "B8 but m8 does not couple toE8.
Using the language of magnetic charge discussed above
can in effect consider that a forceqmcB8 is acting on the
magnetic chargeqmc . Inside a new frameS moving with
speed2v respect to the lab frameS8, the MM m ~or the
magnetic chargeqmc) move with speed1v. A Lorentz
transform of the four-momentum pm5(p,iW/c)

FIG. 2. Schematic plots of electric-field lines for a spin-curre
element withu5p/2,p/3, and 0.
S.
.

ys

s

n

d

05440
we

5(p1 ,p2 ,p3 ,iW/c) from frameS8 to S gives the forceF
on the moving magnetic chargeqmc by the electromagnetic
field E,B: F5dp/dt5(dp/dt)(dt/dt)5@dp18/dt,
g21(dp28/dt), g21(dp38/ dt)# 5 qmc(B18 , g21B28 , g21B38)
5qmc@B2(v/c2)3E#, wheret is the proper time,t is the
time, the quantity with a prime~without prime! is in frame
S8 (S), and the direction ofp1 is the same as velocityv.
Hence, a moving MMm ~or spins) in an external electro-
magnetic fieldE,B feels a torque:14 m3@B2(v/c2)3E#.
Then the associated potential energy is:

2m " S B2
v

c2
3ED 52gmBs " S B2

v

c2
3ED . ~10!

Clearly, the term2m "B describes the action of magnet
field on m which is well known; and the termm " @(v/c2)
3E# expresses the action of electric fieldE on themoving
MM.

So far we have found that a spin current can induce
electric fieldE; and conversely, an external electric field pu
a moment of force on a spin current. The magnitudes of th
effects can be estimated. Consider a spin current (n̂m ,Jm)
flowing in an infinitely long wire with cross section area
2 mm32 mm. Let n̂m'Jm , take electron density 1029/m3

and a drift velocity 1022 m/s, then the spin-current-induce
electric field is equivalent to that of a potential differen
;12 mV at distances21.1 mm and 1.1 mm on either sid
of the wire. This electric potential is indeed very small, but
definitely nonzero and should be measurable using pre
technologies.
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spin direction n̂ j and/or its moving directionJj are different
from others, the spin current can also be described byKdV

5( j n̂ j ^ JjdV. For the tensor description method, the spin c
rentKdV induced electric field can be obtained by using a sim
lar method as presented in the text:

E5 (
i 5x,y,z

E m0

4p
K idV3

1

R3F î 2
3R~R " î !

R2 G
whereK i5(Kix ,Kiy ,Kiz).

12Note that Ref. 8 studied the electromagnetic field induced b
moving magnetic dipolem. Reference 8 also mentioned a sim
05440
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lar result as Eq.~9!. However, we emphasize that the induc

electric field of spin current (n̂m ,JmdV) exists even when the
total MM m is zero. This way, one unambiguously shows th
the source of field was indeed the spin current.

13Note that the electric field acting on the moving spin@Eq. ~10!#

has been found before@C.-M. Ryu, Phys. Rev. Lett.76, 968
~1996!#. Here we use the equivalent magnetic charge metho
deduce it again.

14Notice when electromagnetic fieldE and B are nonuniform, the
moving MM m feels a moment of forcem3@B2(v/c2)3E#. It
is subjected to a net force (m "“)@B2(v/c2)3E#.
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